
PROFESSIONAL LATIN THEORY Associate Level  

The following provides a guide to questions that may be asked at a 

professional associate Level exam. Questions are in black and answers 

provided in red. 

Note that Examiners may extend the range and detail of technique of any 

question. 

 

                                SAMBA                               EXAM ONE 

 

Please dance a Reverse Basic movement as man, and say the timing. 

 1a2,  1a2. 

    Give action used, as man. 

1.   Forward step. 

2.   Foot close with part weight. 

3.   Weight transfer in place. 

4.   Backward step. 

5.   Foot close with part weight. 

6.   Weight transfer in place. 

 

Please Dance SAMBA WHISKS TO L and R with timing 

 1a2,  Ia2 
    

   Give action used, as man 

Step  i.   Side Step. 

Step 2.  Latin cross with part weight. 

Step 3.  Weight transfer in place.  Latin Cross. 

Step  4.  Side Step. 

Step  5.  Latin cross with part weight. 

Step 6.   Weight transfer in place. Latin Cross. 

 

Give three follows to Samba Whisk to left. 

Samba Whisk to Right.  Natural basic movement, natural roll,  Corta  Jaca.  

 

Give Foot Positions of Side Samba Walk, as Lady, with timing 

1. Left foot forward in PP, R Knee closed towards L knee                    1 

2. Right Foot to side in PP, Toe turned out                                                       a 

3. Left Foot Sipped sideways in PP.                                                                        2 

 

Give   Action Used, As Lady. 

Step1.    Forward Step.  Pelvis tilted Forward. 

Step 2.   Side step with part weight, Pelvis tilted diagonally Back. 

Step 3.   Foot Slip Approx 8cms. Pelvis Normal 

 

Is There Bounce Action In this Movement? 

Yes, Slight Bounce Action. 



Examiners may extend the range and detail of technique of any question. 
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                            SAMBA                       EXAM TWO 

 

Give foot positions, as Man, of Promenade Samba Walks, with timing. 

1.  Left foot forward in P.P, right knee closed towards left knee.    1 

2. Right foot back in P.P, toe turned out.                                                           a 

3. Left foot slipped back in P.P.                                                                              2 
 

Action used, as man. 

1. Forward step. Pelvis tilted forward. 

2. Backward step with part weight. Pelvis tilted backward. 

3. Foot slip  approx. 8 cms. Pelvis normal 

 

Give foot positions for Close Rocks as lady. 

1 Left back . 

2 Right foot with toe turned out behind left foot. 

3 Left foot crossed in front of right foot. 

4 Right foot back 

5 Left foot with toe turned out behind right foot 

6 Right foot crossed in front of left foot 
 

    Timing?           SQQ   SQQ. 
 

     Footwork, As  man 

       1. Ball-flat.    2. Ball-flat.   3. Toe.   4. Ball-flat.  5. Ball-flat.  6. Toe. 

           As Lady? 

              1   Ball-flat.   2. Toe.   3. Flat.   4. Ball-flat.   5. Toe.   6. Flat. 

 

Give foot positions of Travelling Botofogos , as man. 

1. Left foot forward. 

2. Right foot to side and slightly forward, Toe turned out. 

3. Left foot in place. 

4. Right foot forward, outside partner on right side. 

5. Left foot to side and slightly forward, toe turned out 

6. Right foot in place. 

7. Left foot forward outside partner on left side. 

8. Right foot to side and slightly forward, toe turned out. 

9. Left foot in place. 
 

   What are the beat values? 

        ¾, ¼, 1, ¾, ¼, 1, ¾, ¼, 1. 
 

    Is Samba bounce action used? 

        Yes, slight. 
  

    Why do you think it is only slight? 

Generally speaking, full bounce action is used when feet are closing on 

step two, such as Basic movements, Whisks, Voltas etc. Botofogos and 

Samba Walks have feet opening on step two. 

.



Examiners may extend the range and detail of technique of any question. 
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                        SAMBA                       EXAM THREE   

  

Give foot positions of progressive Basic, as lady 

1.   Left foot back. 

2.   Right foot closed to left foot. 

3.  Left foot in place. 

4.  Right foot to side  

5.  Left foot closed to right foot. 

6.   Right foot in place. 

     Give timing 

             1a2,  1a 2 

      What can follow? 

             Any movement that starts with right foot free. 

 

Please dance a natural roll and say the timing 

    SQQ SQQ 

   Give the sway and body inclination as man. 

Body inclined backward on steps 1, 2 and 3, Right sway on steps 2 and 3 

Body inclined forward on steps 4, 5 and 6. Left sway on steps 5 and 6. 

   Is bounce action used? 

      Not on a movement counted SQQ. 

 

Dance  samba  side  chasses , as lady, with timing 

      QQQQSS 

   How does one achieve the slight bounce action? 

By pushing off the standing foot from a compressed knee., and collecting 

onto a compressing knee as feet close. 

 

Describe the movement called Corta Jaca 

It is a movement of eleven steps that replicates the action of cutting bread, 

Firstly a strong heel lead on man’s right foot. Then a series of forward 

and backward steps with the right foot slipped leftwards between each 

step. 

The timing is slow and 10 quicks. With beat values of slow- one beat, quicks 

half beats. 

 

Dance a reverse turn, as lady, and say the timing. 

   1a2,   1a2. 

      Please give action used, as man. 

1.  Forward step 

2. Side step with part weight. 

3. Latin Cross. 

4. Backward step. 

5. Side step with part weight. 

6. Foot close with weight change 

    Give amounts of turn. 

       3/8 to left over steps 1, 2, and 3. ¼ to left over steps 4, 5, and 6 



Examiners may extend the range and detail of technique of any question. 
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                                                                SAMBA                         EXAM 4  

 

Please give action used, as lady, for Volta Spot Turn to right 

1 Forward step turning to Latin cross. 

2 Side step with part weight. 

3 Swivel on ball of right foot to right foot to Latin cross. 

  How much turn? 

        One complete turn to right. 

  What are the man’s steps? 

         Man dances a Samba whisk to left 

  What is the popular amalgamation of these steps?  

 Whisks to left and right. Whisk to left (lady dances volta spot turn to 

right). 

 Whisks to right and left. Whisk to right. (Lady dances volta spot turn to 

left) 

   Please  dance, as lady, and count beats and bars. 

         1a2,   2a2,   3a2,   4a2,   5a2,   6a2. 

    Give alignment as man and lady 

Man.  Commence and finish facing wall.  Lady commence s and finishes 

backing wall. 

 

Why do we use alignments in samba? 

          Because samba is a progressive dance and moves around the floor. 

 

Give action used for Stationary samba walks as man. 

1. Foot close with weight change. Pelvis tilted forward. 

2. Backward step with part weight. Pelvis tilted backward. 

3. Foot slip, approx. 8 cms. Pelvis normal 

   Give foot positions, as man. 

1. Instep of left foot closed to toe of right foot. 

2. Right foot back, toe turned out. 

3. Left foot slipped back. 

   Why do we close instep to toe? 

The distance between the instep and the toe is approx. the same as the 

8cms foot slip, so the movement is stationary, or ‘on the spot’. 

Give footwork, man and lady. 

1. Ball flat. 

2. Inside edge of toe. 

3. Flat. 

 

Please give foot positions of Close rocks, as man. 

1. Right foot forward. 

2. Left foot forward. 

3. Right foot crossed behind left foot. 

4. Left foot forward. 

5. Right foot forward 

6. Left foot crossed behind right foot. 

   Give alignments, as man. 

  Commence and finish facing line of dance.



Examiners may extend the range and detail of technique of any question. 
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                                                                     SAMBA               EXAM   5 

 

What is the rhythm bounce? 

It is a non- progressive movement where the man/and/or lady, hold 

position and dance bounce action through knee action for one or two 

bars of music. It can be danced on a straight leg, with a lateral ‘hip bump’ 

action. It is used to create synchronization with melodic phrases in samba 

music. 

 

What is the commencing alignment of the natural roll? 

Man commences  facing wall.  Lady commences backing wall. 
  

  Please give action used, as lady. 

1.   Backward step. 

2.   Backward step turning. 

3.   Foot close with weight change. 

4.   Forward step. 

5.   Forward step turning. 

6.   Foot close with weight change 
 

 

Please dance, as man, Promenade Samba walk, Side samba Walk, and four 

stationary samba walks and count the timing. 

      1a2,     2a2,   3a2,    4a2 ,   5a2,   6a2 
 

   What can follow this? 

       Samba Whisk to left. Volta spot turn to right for lady. 

 

Give action used, as lady, for side samba walk. 

1.   Forward step. Pelvis tilted forward. 

2.   Side step with part weight. Pelvis tilted diagonally back. 

3.   Foot slip approx. 8 cms.   Pelvis normal 

 

Describe the Bounce action of samba 

Bounce action is produced by straightening and compressing the knee and 

ankle of the leg supporting the majority of weight during all movements 

counted 1a2. Each compression   and straightening takes a half beat of 

music. So, the bounce action is counted   &1& 2 & 1& 2 while the steps are 

valued ¾, ¼, 1. 


